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Collective Grievances
Ryan Fitzpatrick 
Fortified Castles. Talonbooks  (https://www.talonbooks.com/) (purchase at Amazon.ca  (http://www.amazon.ca/gp/search?
ie=UTF8&keywords=Fortified%20Castles&tag=canadianlit06-20&index=books-
ca&linkCode=ur2&camp=15121&creative=330641) )
Nikki Reimer 
Downverse. Talonbooks  (https://www.talonbooks.com/) (purchase at Amazon.ca  (http://www.amazon.ca/gp/search?
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Reviewed by Eric Schmaltz  (https://canlit.ca/canlit_authors/eric-schmaltz/)

Amid austerity, rampant racism, trans- and homophobia, economic precarity, and political failures, it is hard to suggest that our modern conditions are
anything other than bleak. This review will briefly identify some of the ways that these two authors have developed immersive writing strategies that
reflect and respond to this turbulent landscape, where despondence and cynicism reign amid a noise of hashtags, commentary, and inflated
personalities.

Downverse (2014), Nikki Reimer’s second full-length collection of poems, is both humorous and sharply critical. Reimer immerses her writing within the
conditions of millennials—a generation of supposedly disappointed and disenfranchised persons faced with social, economic, and political uncertainty.
Employing tactics of erasure, collage, and unconventional typography, Downverse intervenes into and reconfigures the linguistic materials of new media
to work through these issues in a way that is reflective of the disjunctive information age, but also critical of the conditions that come with it. The
opening poem “Prorogue” intimates the angst of the collection through a series of negative statements such as “Not shop not fuck / Not medicate not
cry / Not deny not distract,” effectively articulating the sense of stasis that overwhelms the millennial generation. The following poems variously speak to
this seemingly insurmountable situation. For example, “television vs. the real” blends the language of psychoanalytic discourse and tvtropes.org to
identify the often conflicting and impossible advice offered by TV personalities, while “insurance outcomes” uses numerical facts to show the ways in
which a body and its parts are reduced to capital by a flawed system. Both a lament and an expression of frustration, Downverse perfectly captures the
cynicism of a generation, but also represents a desire to find a pathway out of these mired conditions.

In contrast to the noisy and visually disjunctive Downverse, ryan fitzpatrick’s Fortified Castles (2014) is a strikingly balanced work that is broken into
three sections “21st Century Monsters,” “Fortified Castles,” and “Friendship is Magic.” The poems in the first and last sections are composed in couplets
while each of the poems of the middle section are comprised of twelve lines each. This compositional symmetry is distinct from Downverse yet the two
share much in common—mainly, their shared interest in grievance. Minus the visual clutter of informational realms, fitzpatrick writes from within ego-
centric spheres, enraptured with selfies and branded personalities—indeed, our own fortified castles—to create paratactic lyric collages, adequately
described in “I’m Through With You” as “reams and reams of falling apart.” Though at times the text seems to mock this culture, there is a strong
undercurrent of hope. At the core of Fortified Castles is a question regarding the possibilities of cooperative action in the face of failures to collectively
mobilize among interfaces and networks that are designed for singularity and isolation. In “Passive Recreation” the text articulates responsive
mechanisms to these conditions: “How can we develop trails in the watershed? We need to pack even tighter. We need to create a density.” In these
tightly formulated poems, fitzpatrick uses poetry to collect the disparate sentiments of a divided people to demonstrate that, as an epigraph notes, “All
our grievances are connected” and it is from here that we must begin to work.
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This review “Collective Grievances” originally appeared in Agency & Affect. Spec. issue of Canadian Literature 223 (Winter 2014):
147-48.  (/full-issue/?issue=223)
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MAY 7, 2015 ·  BY D ZOMP

Daniel Zomparelli on ryan �tzpatrick: a man walks
into a bar …
I’m reading ryan �tzpatrick’s Forti�ed Castles (Talonbooks, 2014) in a very busy bar. A man
two seats over yells loudly about fucking strippers but not being able to talk about it at
work. He loves strippers, he says. I clear my head, misogyny is hard to ignore, but I read
more passages from ryan’s book.

I reach the middle section of Forti�ed Castles, and my stomach �ips. The way the poems
are meant to �ip. My anxiety disorder makes any human interactions feel like I am
trapped in my body and these poems are speaking to it, in a good way. Dragon’s Den
plays on the television: this bar is what I assume hell would be, and poetry is all I have to
escape (metaphor alert!). The man talking about the strippers moves to the seat next to
me and yells loudly in my ear about someone named John Mann. He talks of memories
being forgotten and mental illness. He asks me if I want to see all the cuts he gives
himself. He asks me about women, I don’t reveal to him that I’m gay for my own safety.

I refocus on the book. The collection is like this delicious grilled cheese. The poems of the
outer section are goofy, aphorisms, couplets, light, sincere, that slip and play around.

The cheese in this grilled cheese sandwich book, it’s not what I expected (I really like
grilled cheeses): tight, compressed. Each poem is a magnet of emotion, or it uses
something missing to hold it all together. Like ryan �tzpatrick thought about a feeling,
then raked the internet for all the statements that evoked that same emotion. I wonder,
at this point, if it’s the hot breath of the drunk man yelling into my ear that makes these
poems more about depression than it would normally.

Considering that was the moment I was in reading the book, the poems read as fears and
anxieties compressed into incomplete sonnets. Couplets that usually respond to these
are missing. These constructed collage poems are so tightly knit together that it
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acts more like a painting than a collage. Kind of like when you have to �nd the edge of
clear packing tape, but it’s impossible and you’re feeling for the edge and you’re certain
the tape roll is fused together in some magical way. Kind of like that, but enjoyable.
Anyway …

The drunk man yells, “FUCKING STEPHEN HARPER AND JUSTIN BIEBER” into a young girl’s
ears. She is scared. The bartender asks him to stop. The man goes outside for a smoke.

I google “forti�ed” to see if I’m missing anything in the de�nition. I read about fortifying
alcohol but also fortifying as strengthening something mentally. I google “John Mann”
because the drunk guy won’t stop yelling his name into my ear, “I fucking met John Mann
today dude!”

The man across from me at the bar switches his seat so that when someone sits next to
him he moves one stool away. He does this the entire night. He is handsome. I realize
that maybe I only notice him because he is handsome. He checks his phone every two
minutes. I read,

“The place I want to live is labeled and documented. 
I chase sprinklers in the sun. I get hopeful when 
the day ends. I subtract everyone from the streets. In 
the future, maybe you will love me in a real way.”

Beautiful, right?

So you’re wondering about the drunk man, and what the fuck this review is about, and
that’s cool. I saw ryan a couple weeks later, and he said that when he reads from the last
poems in the book, it’s so depressing. I countered him and said those poems, for me,
were the most hopeful. The way they are stepping away from the �rst section with its
irony and goofy twists, and the middle, with its angst and intensity, and went to a place of
sincerity. And if there’s anything that gives a book hope, it’s sincerity.

“My heart, however, over�owed with hope. I 
over�owed with reverence. I intruded my heart.”

Back to the night at the bar, with the man drunk and yelling, with Dragon’s Den blasting
overhead, me trying to read a book (slightly inebriated). After a while the drunk man was
asked to leave the bar. He didn’t �ght it. He wasn’t rude or aggressive. He slumped down,
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said “ok,” and slowly exited without a noise. I am more familiar with a narrative that
follows a man raging in response to being cut o�. I was silently clutching my book, but he
walked away with just a whimper. After he left, the sensory overload of the night went
away with him, and all that was left was empathy, sincerity, exactly how I felt reading the
�nal lines of Forti�ed Castles. And that, is an extended metaphor on how I read this book,
and how this book reads. Fucking, John Mann.

This is Daniel Zomparelli’s last review for Lemon Hound. We’ll miss you!
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REVIEW: FORTIFIED CASTLES

Fortified Castles 
Ryan Fitzpatrick 
Talonbooks (2014) 
Read by Michael Roberson (mroberso[at]ucalgary[dot]ca)

Darkly humorous and mockingly pedantic, Ryan Fitzpatrick’s Fortified Castles culminates a near-decade
long project, taking shape out of his earlier book FAKE MATH. Again, he utilizes the Flarfist technique
of Google sculpting, but he also tempers the smirk-inspiring ironies that occur when we mine the
Internet and recontextualize what we find. The title, Fortified Castles, suggests the impervious home of
the elite, securing abundant wealth and tyrannical power. Indeed, Fitzpatrick invokes this meaning as a
reflection on our own political economy, but, as the pieces from the title section indicate, Fitzpatrick also
considers lyric poems themselves as fortifications, celebrating and safeguarding the sincere human
voice. In effect, Fitzpatrick explores sincerity for the 21st Century by “wind[ing] out a purity related to /
the nineteenth century” and recasting voices out of the Internet’s selfied faces and mediated interfaces.
The front and back covers consist of these “cute faces,” a “Crowd series” like a Where’s Waldo exercise,
but sketches no less of isolated emotional states—surprise, sadness, disappointment, skepticism, and
seriousness”—in these days of “gloomy economics.”

The book contains three sections: “21st Century Monsters,” “Fortified Castles,” and “Friendship is
Magic.” The first section combines the personal “I,” the collective “We,” and the apostrophic “You.” The
second collects a series of “I” statements. The third focuses on a series of “We” statements. The three
sections operate paratactically, juxtaposing short sentiments, in which “phrases are epithets” related to
politics, economics, history, architecture, film, and popular culture. “Really, I’m just embracing culture,”
Fitzpatrick writes in the first section: “We make all this.” In other words, Fitzpatrick recasts personal and
collective voices because the origins of our precarious sincerity arise not from a single “frame,” but more
of a “Venn diagram.” We are individually and collectively responsible, as one epigram from the book
states: “All our grievances are connected.”

The first section, composed of poems in couplets, suggests that our 21st Century monsters originate from
“a womb of horror we paper-mâchéd using / the pages of our sister’s new issue of Sassy.” Our monsters
are not zombies, werewolves, and vampire, but terrorists, cancers, and gun-toting idiots. The second
section, the title piece, offers poems with three quatrains each, breaking up the fourteen lines of a sonnet
—a form at once characteristically personal and carefully fashioned. These poems proceed from personal
statements such as “I Want to Enjoy Life” and “I Want to Break Things”—statements that build a kind of
“striking and radical portrait,” the irony of which registers in the first line: “My story is truly personal.”
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In the last section, composed again of couplets, Fitzpatrick riffs from line to line, employing rhetorical
devices that increase a hypotactic flow. He keeps the pace short and anxious—a “gush from the heart”—
and many questions, some bleak and some optimistic, riddle this section. Near the end, Fitzpatrick asks
“How might we connect our cuffs?”—recognizing the “terrifying agency” of sincerity—of meaning what
we say—once we admit that we share grievances and complicities.

Posted in book review on February 18, 2015 by Jeka.

BLOG AT WORDPRESS.COM.
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Monday, November 10, 2014
ryan fitzpatrick, Fortified Castles

SNOWFLAKE CHILDREN

Using this technique, two children can be
separated at birth without any emotions.

So why does the allegory survive while the
soulless creep still walks the streets?

Near the tops of the trees, you could nearly
make out with the ice crystals on the branches.

Some might object to a woman carrying a
mystery child, but we need the freezer space.

So she knew about the safe haven, but would
rather shoot herself  right in the stomach.

Generally, we find it beneficial to the state
to allow individuals to disassemble themselves.

When I reach a finality near the ground, will I
lose some of the individual momentum I’ve gained?

Some print outlets might bury ice storms deep
on the weather page choosing a new forecast.

These are striking and radical portraits of shot
leaders defying a Jacobin sense of liberty.

During the past decade, Walmart has begun
to sell do-it-yourself  exorcism kits.

Republicanism emerges as a nostalgic quest for
a return to the feudal times of purest liberty.
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He was highly ethical in salvaging the tinkering
spirit of the wacky antics of embryonic cells.

Vancouver poet ryan fitzpatrick’s
second trade collection, Fortified
Castles (Vancouver BC:
Talonbooks, 2014), follows his
Fake Math (Montreal QC: Snare
Books, 2007) after a space of
more than half a decade, and a
move from Calgary to Vancouver.
After his years involved in the
poetics and literary community of
Calgary, he’s been immersed in a
new community of writers for
some time now, and the shift of
poetic comes through in this new
collection. In Fortified Castles,
fitzpatrick’s poetry has evolved
into a blend of  Calgary’s
language-poetics and Vancouver’s
social and political engagements,
as he writes to open the poem “I
Hope to See You Soon”: “I was a
scapegoat for the government
when all / I wanted was to wish

you a safe trip. I greeted / my new friends with a smile. I broke something
/ here that can be fixed in another neighbourhood.” Through Fortified
Castles, fitzpatrick utilizes a kind of collage/cut-up method of
accumulation to engage elements of the Occupy Movement, confusion,
social interactions, financial anxieties, political uncertainties, ambiguous
sentences and an endless series of phrases, consequences and histories,
managing to capture an enormous amount of activity in such compact
spaces. As he writes to open the poem “Golden Parachutes”: “What is the
maximum number of words that can / be spoken by a decapitated head
on a pike?” Asked about his new work in an interview forthcoming on the
Touch the Donkey blog, fitzpatrick writes: 

My second book, Fortified Castles, came directly out of  a couple one
offs where I began to feed I-statements into Google (“I am so
frightened” and “I fell asleep last night” were the first couple, I
think), working with the search results. I liked the kind of material
that came out so I stuck with it, playing with the shape of the
poems themselves as I went. Working into a project from the
ground up means that I work from a series of  compositional
problems or questions – questions that don’t emerge without the
experimentation at the centre of doing something that doesn’t fit
in a bigger project.

►  2021 (125)

►  2020 (366)

►  2019 (365)

►  2018 (365)

►  2017 (365)

►  2016 (366)

►  2015 (365)

▼  2014 (365)

►  December (31)

▼  November (30)
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Structurally, its curious how fitzpatrick has composed two sections of
poems composed in couplet form that bookend a lengthy section of
poems structured in the form of  sonnets, adding another layer of
structural complication to a compositional process of stitching together
Google search results. Part of what makes fitzpatrick’s poems so
compelling is in the collage affect of his lines, forcing the full attention of
the casual listener, and allowing the careful reader to experience multiple
threads heading off in a variety of directions. As he writes to open the
poem “I Want To Break Things”: “A closed door is music to me. My
apartment is / in my name. I tense my face against the screen. / My
backyard is my sanctuary. My dentist sends / me postcard reminders. I
built this fence myself.” Given some of the subject matter the book
explores, keeping the reader slightly off-balance might be entirely the
point. Given some of the subject matter, it would seem strange to attempt
to craft poems that didn’t unsettle. Perhaps we should be far more
unsettled than we are.

I FAINT WHEN SURPRISED

The city is large and confusing and is the only
judge I have to answer to. The problem is with
my headphones and their immoral, bleached-out
hucksterism. I overnight hype on the spill I took.

Have you read the YouTube comments? I hit my
head on the upper bunk and my muscles lock up.
It’s weird and sucks that I robbed you. I push
and pull at the hinges of the improvised door.

I wake to fading stars across my jaw. A question
mark follows my email subject line. It’s human
rights for everyone and there’s no difference. I mean
he wasn’t playing around. I crossed a threshold.

Posted by rob mclennan at 8:31 AM 
Labels: ryan fitzpatrick, Snare Books, Talonbooks
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FORTIFIED CASTLES

by ryan fitzpatrick
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The contrary characters peopling ryan fitzpatrick's second trade book quick-step through the poems,
distanced by a kind of tragic irony. The collection opens with a series of sinister poems cataloguing
modem day monsters (corporate and otherwise) with an awful lot of vampires. The middle and title
section, the largest in this collection, is comprised of material harvested from Google, and grown into
poems that trip through political and social problems of modern day life from economic and
environmental woes to Facebook and the magic of My Little Pony. Fortified Castles is at turns
whimsical, earnest, ironic, and confounding--often within the same poem. It's a pleasure to wind
through its twists and blind alleys.
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